CASTLETON
Chris Todd / Jeff Lamken

1. No resume
2. Personal statement > bright line/
   + proposal
   CT: if call him as
   a witness,
   Personal Document
   SLAMS
   WH
   IMPICITLY
3. Shorter statement — no need
4. Personal statement = VWF
5. Debrief personal statement (Sept. 1994 ?)
   2 para. pp. 1-2 relevant
6. Synopsis ab. W.H. experience
   reputation
7. Personal statement
   rough draft

CT will Bates-stamp when
gets back + send letter
confirming
agree to keep them
OTHERS

taking Gent prop. = he works

he has copy of

1. May 10, 1994 = index

CT keep them, # them

> IC won't have access to them

2. earlier draft of index

• 1st sentence + last sentence
• drafts of indices

> CT trying to avoid is naming to go back to W. H.

> double-check draft index

> one shown to him dated May 3, 1994,
and not "privileged + confidential"

> check both May 3 and May 10
May 26, 1994  TC memo to file

redacted

in entirety

don't need work product

* May 26, 1993 letter from Bumpers

BK: do we have it w/ note from TC to SNe in top right corner

* Feb 25, 1994 — morning digest re: Foster death

invest = Clinger Report

* Bumpers inquiring

want handwritten notes on news summary
- internal docs

- index: DG's desk

already have it but need it

billing records?